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The new Metronome Trestle combines the casual energy of a 
standing desk with the elegant presence of a boardroom 
table. Metronome Trestle adds a versatile and refreshingly 
informal variation on a celebrated design. Building on the 
refined simplicity of the series’ angular metal frame, the 
Metronome Trestle table offers a standing-height surface that 
lends itself to meetings, collaborative work and use as a 
touchdown station. 

Metronome™  Trestle
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Shown with Jackal stool
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•  flexible power, data, connectivity options
•  surface mount or trough mounted connectivity
•  expandable woven cable conduit or linked cable conduit
•  tops: wood veneer or laminate  
•  standard sizes from 36" x 48" up to 60" x 240"  
•  solid wood leg: oak, maple, walnut- stain or painted finish

While the metal frame maintains the 
exceptionally stable structural platform that 
elevates the Metronome collection, the deft 
addition of soft wood tones gives this high-tech 
table a timeless presence. The eye-catching 
wooden legs and metal foot rail can be paired 
with a wood veneer or plastic laminate top, while 
a central wood chimney facilitates tidy wire 
management.  Design: Fig40
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•  flexible power, data, connectivity options
•  surface mount or trough mounted connectivity
•  expandable woven cable conduit or linked cable conduit
•  wood veneer, laminate  or glass tops
•  standard sizes from 48" x 48" up to 216" x 60"
•  base: mirror polished, anodized aluminum or powder coat finishes

Metronome™  Wood Series

The Metronome wood series adds an element of natural 
appeal.   The warmth of the wood finishes combined with the 
graceful lines embodies a softer, more relaxed 
approach.    Featuring the same seamless technology 
integration and customizable details,    the result is a blend of 
comfort and performance. Design: Fig40
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Shown with Senator Mesh chairs and Simple credenza
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Shown with Senator Mesh chairs 
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Shown with Jackal stool
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Shaker Table

Shaker was born from the idea of 
creating a truly utilitarian table with a 
pure functional form. Available in 
standing and seated heights and in a 
range of finishes and configurations, 
Shaker’s versatility makes it a proven 
office work horse for creative spaces, 
meeting rooms and breakout areas 
alike.
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Shown with Senator Mesh chairs 
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Shaker’s solid wood legs convey a sense of simplicity, all 
the while blending durability and stability with a robust 
sense of style. Without unnecessary details, Shaker 
table’s natural finishes bring a sense of warmth and 
informality to any office environment. But don’t be fooled 
by its simplicity. Shaker tables are available with the 
same flexible power data connectivity that has become a 
hallmark of Nienkämper conference tables.

•  flexible power, data, connectivity options
•  surface mount or trough mounted connectivity
•  expandable woven cable conduit or linked cable conduit
•  tops: wood veneer or laminate with self edge
•  standard sizes from 36" x 48" up to 60" x 240"  
•  solid wood leg: Solid walnut, birch and oak bases are available in natural 
   finish or any Nienkämper stains
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Shown with Jackal stool

Ensemble is a collection of small to mid sized, fixed 
and mobile tables that enhance workspaces by 
providing flexible table configurations. A practical 
solution for a variety of applications, this system is 
ideal for   versatile offices environments. Ensemble 
is offered in low and standing height and a choice of 
three tabletop shapes to suit any space.  
Design: Aaron Duke

Ensemble
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• two heights: • sitting 29" and standing 38"
• 5 standard sizes length: 48”, 60”, 72”, 84”, 90”  depth: 24" or 32"
• top finishes: wood veneer or plastic laminate
• top shape: "soft rectangle"  1 1/4" thick
• edge: 3” taper & self
• corner: standard with 8” radius but square available, contact customer service
• solid wood leg:  natural or standard Nienkämper finishes 
• power: dual USB chargers embedded on underside of table top

Light and adaptable, the work surface is set on slim wood legs and a low wood 
shelf that doubles as a footrest. As a breakout meeting table with a small 
footprint, Ensemble is set on lockable castors that make it ideal in creating 
adaptable workspaces. Larger fixed tables for meeting room applications provide 
a cohesive aesthetic throughout the workplace. Ensemble can be personalized to 
fit the space with a variety of color and finish options for the surface and the legs.
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• seat Finish: beech veneer, natural or 
   stained to any standard Nienkamper finishes
   or upholstered
• frame finish: brushed stainless steel or
   powder coat satin black
•  w: 20-¾”   d: 19-½”   h: 37-⅞”
• stacking

Jackal Stool

The Jackal is a counter height, 
stacking stool with a molded 3d veneer 
seat and solid stainless steel wire 
base. Thanks to its simple form, this 
stacking chair has a light and slim 
silhouette. The overall simplicity of the 
Jackal design combined with organic 
shapes and finishes allows for this 
chair to be easily adapted to a variety 
of different interior concepts. This sleek 
and contemporary design is perfect for 
modern offices that exude a casual, 
chic vibe. Design: Fig40
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Designed to provide enhanced privacy in an 
open office world, Hex is a refined workstation 
that looks and feels more like a private office. 
With its unique Hexagon shape, Hex makes 
the most efficient use of available floor 
space.    Without compromising the open 
office/work community ideal, Hex provides 
delineation of space and can be grouped in a 
multitude of space-efficient configurations all 
whilst providing maximum privacy between 
users. 

Hex Workstations
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Privacy is an essential factor for all of us. 
Hex’s pull out cabinets provide storage to 
keep things neatly out of sight.  When pulled 
out, the cabinet doubles as a pocket door, 
adding an extra element of privacy that 
allows you to concentrate on the task at 
hand.

Hex can be customised to meet many 
needs, with a range of sizes and finishes 
that allow for personalisation and flexibility. 
With built in personal storage and sit-stand 
capabilities, Hex is designed with the 
physical and functional requirements of 
today’s varied work styles in mind.
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The LCS Conference Table rises to the 
needs of flexible meeting spaces. 
Whether it is for a large formal 
conference room, or a casual meeting 
space, this height adjustable conference 
table effortlessly transitions from seated 
height to standing. 

The LCS Conference Table is supported 
by a secure, yet elegantly, stitched 
Neather covered base. Discreet wire 
management keeps cables out of sight 
while the innovative cantilever design can 
support the weight of up to 375lbs. 
Electric height adjustable bases and 
seated fixed-height bases are available.

LCS Conference Table

(Lounge Conference Standing)
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• tops finishes: wood veneer or plastic laminate
• neather wrapped base in either black or standard neather colors 
   with contrasting stitching   
• shrouds and columns are powder coated to match base.
• base must be floor mounted.
• all wires are concealed by the column and are hidden from view
• connectivity solutions include Simple pop up Forum, or flush mount 
• Simple Forum, USB charging & AV connectivity
• electric, ultra quiet height adjustable system 
• top width: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”
• top length: 96”, 108”, 120”, 132”, 144”, 156”
• height range: 25-1/2” - 39-1/2”
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LCS  Wall Mounted Table

• tops finishes: wood veneer or plastic laminate
• neather wrapped base in either black or standard neather colors 
   with contrasting stitching   
• shrouds and columns are powder coated to match base.
• base must be floor mounted.
• all wires are concealed by the column and are hidden from view
• connectivity solutions include Simple pop up Forum, or flush mount 
• Simple Forum, USB charging & AV connectivity
• electric, ultra quiet height adjustable system 
• top width: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”
• top length: 48”, 54”, 60”, 66”, 72”
• height range: 25-1/2” - 39-1/2”

Need to give your presentations a boost? Look no 
further than the LCS Wall Mount Table, the first 
floor-mounted, height-adjustable work surface of 
its kind. The integrated media screen moves in 
sync with the tabletop to standing height, meaning 
there are no restrictions on how you work. The 
LCS Wall Mount Table is supported by a secured, 
elegantly stitched Neather covered base. Discreet 
wire management keeps cables out of sight while 
the innovative cantilever design can support the 
weight of up to 450lbs.
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The Swell collection of occasional tables 
consists of three tables in different 
heights and diameters.    The tri-panel 
design of the base is echoed in the 
silkscreened “ inlay” pattern in the tops 
which are available in a choice of wood 
veneer or painted finish.  Stand alone or 
nest together, Swell Tables fit easily into 
a variety of areas and applications.  
Design:  II BY IV  Design

Swell Tables
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